
Divine Grace and Human Intellect

Between a deductive emanationism, such as Avicenna's,
and an anti-intellectual voluntarism, such as was represented
by the Loquentes in lege Saracenorum, St. Thomas Aquinas
consciously and deliberately selected a middle position.
Against the voluntarist he appealed to divine wisdom: the
universe is a product of wisdom; wisdom is the principle of
intelligible order; and so there is a reason for everything. CG II 24
Against the more formidable emanationist Aquinas insisted
that divine freedom is the cause not only of the exiFtence
of things but also of their order. God does not act from
natural necessity (CG II 23) . His intellect is not confined
to meees determinate effects (26). His will can choose anything
intellect presents to it (27). Creation could not arise from
any debt of justice (28 29) nor from any obligation to the
good or the best (De Pot 3 16 0). Neither chance nor any
type of emanationist theory accounts for the distinction of
things (39-45) . Finally, while for every aspect of divine
providence and governance; there are reasons to he assigned;
still in the last resort all such reasons stand on the supposition
of a divine free choice

Manifestum igitur fit quod providentia secundum rationem
quandam res dispensat: et tamen haec ratio sumitur ex suppbsi-
tione voluntatis divinae. Sic igitur per praemissa duplex
error e xcluditur. Eortun scilicet qui credunt quodo omnia
simplicem voluntatem sequuntur absque rataone ... Excluditur
etiam error eorum qui dicunt causarum ordinem ex divIna

	provident is secundum modum necessitatis provenire CG III 97 §14 f.

If Aquinas argued at greater length against deductions
of the universe, it was because the authors of the"great chains
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of being" had something to say for themselves. If he insisted
that divine free choice was the cause of all, he also was
brutal with people who wished to stop short at divine free

goy.-er--or/	 will and assign =Aground.
Dicere autem quod ex simplici voluntate dependeat iustitia,

est dicere quod divina voluntas non precedat secundum ordinem , 11
sapientiae, quod est blasphemum. De Ver 23 6 c.	 444y1.144. 1 W

It is rare that Aquinas makes out that an adv--rsary is a
blasphemer, and it is noteworthy that he places the blasphemy,
not in the affirmation that divine justice is s imply a matter
of will, but in the underlying affirmation that divine will
does not follow the order of divine wisdom. Yet it would be
difficult to make out that in this Aquinas was mistaken.
Will is will inasmuch as it is rational appetite, and it is
good inasmuch as it follows intellect. Its object is the
"bonurn intellectum," (CG II 27), and to remove its object
is to remove not only will but also moral goodness and real
fpeedesa.--Hexee j -when-he-same-te-•diving-the-iat ► laele-a +ga lext
freedom. No doubt, divine free choice is the cause of everything,
but it is a cause net-In-its precisely inasmuch as it is an
adjunct of intellect.

Secundum hoc enim effectus .... causa rerum. I 19 4 c.
At the root of 
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 all is the intellect of. God 
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However, it may be asked how this neat balance between
wisdom and freedom is to be maintained. Let us begin from
divine knowledge of the order of the e7isting universe. All
entities, past, present, and future, are present to God
eternally (CG I 66 §7; I 14 9 c). [For operari sequitur esse:
as God in the single instant of eternity is contemporaneous
with all entities though they exist at different times, so
also God in the single instant of eternity knows as present
to himself all entitles th - ugh they are not present to one
another. At some instant God, the sun, and Alexander's horse
existed; at some other ingtand God, the son, and 8aesar's horse
existed. The two horses were not contemporaneous. The sun
at different times was contemporaneous with both horses. But
since eternity is tota simul, it was at the same instant of
eternity that God was contemporaneous with both horses. See
Cajetan, In I 14 13 §xii Leon IV 189] . But if all present
to God, the/epd intelligible order of all is present to God.
Such is divine knowledge of the order of the universe in the
scientia approbation is (I 14 8 c) or scientia visionis  (I 14 9 c)
or the scientia simpliciter r•ract is a (I 14 16 c) .

Now divine wisdom precedes divine will. God wills
all particular instances of the good because he wills the
good of the-ep universal order [CG I 78 §4] . The good of the
universe is the reason why God wills each particular good in
the universe [CG 186 §3]. God does not will this because
he wills that; he wills that this be because of that; he wills
theca order of things [ I 19 5 c]. God's will is a cause
inasmuch as it is the inclination that carries out what is
conceived by intellect [ I 19 4 c] .

It follows that there is a divine knowledge of the
order of the universe prior to divine free choice of that order.
This knowledge is not i}simps+licitarxpxscatiaa scientia approbationis,
or scientia visionis, or scientia simpliciter practica. It is
the third type of speculative knowledge. The first type is
knowledge of what one cannot produce; such is God's knowledge
of himself, and a creature's knowledge of God or of nature.
The second type is knowledge of what one can produce but in
the speculative mode; it is by defining and assigning universal
predicates. The third type is knowledge of what one can
produce inasmuch as it can be produced though without the actual
intention of producing it. āxā6x14xa I 14 16 c. Such
knowledge is causal not actually but virtually. Ibid 1m.
It is practical not actually hut virtually I 15 3 2m. It is
an idea, not as an exemplar, but as a ratio Ibid. It seems
that a special name may as well be introduced to designate
such knowleClge of the opnrabilia inquantum huiusmodi  I14 16 Ad id Td

-c-o•r^ -nt-g-rfmafie•ā , .̂ e-
We shall call it the concrete conception. m4••2 ;n^	 i: us
Go•. C . ceiv^̂s tll possibil 	 of ^°`whole	 , univ rse

e^^ythrrib i^^bn : s, - w 1-= s d	 c 	 c^^e3y.
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In the concrete conception the key element is the notion
of end. For an end is a good, and a good is concrete; "bonum
et malum sunt in rebus." Again, it is in terms of the end
that wisdom orders what is for the end (I 25 5 c) . Thirdly,
the end is the object of will (I II 1 1 c). Fourthly, the

	

it is/	 end is the first of causes (I 5 2 lm) . Fifthly,/the and as
	that/	 intended/is a cause (I II 1 1 lm).

ver , the • : pv: •
of Go . For a olu e g dness e eels 4 proper/ ion/"1 f f lyite
subO noes; ,it toes not ssupply/a prinfaip e whence cah/be d rive
by 'tvi. dom 'determinate selectio of me ns .and /a ,dē t

r
rm^, h to /

s rie a pater of o.erationsL(Z 25 `) . 6g6 in ' d Ys
solu	 goodne	 neces :r	 an.	 --1-a_not-al an-object

However, the relevant end is not the absolute goodness
of God. Though it is a concrete good and the first of all
causes and the ground of God's intending anything else, still
it does not meet the requirements of the immediate issue.
Because absolute ;goodness exceeds the proportion of finite
substance, it cannot supply a principle whence can be derived
by wisdom a determinate selection of means and a determinate
pattern and series of finite operations; any world order would
be because of absolute goodness (I 25 5 c). Again, because
God wills absolute ;ooddess necessarily, it is not an object
of divine free choice (I 19 3 c). The end under consideration
is the principle of order and an object of free choice.

in general/	 Secondly, the relevant end is not/the proportionate end
and it is	 of some nature 6f/ the mere aggregate of proportionate ends

never/	 of an aggregate of natures. A more aggregate is without order,
and so it cannot be a principle of ordering; on the other hand,
a universe is not generally a single instance of a nature.
More radically, however, there Is a lack of concr,teness to
the naturally proportionate end. For finite nature does not

I 54 l

	

	 include its own existence. Nataxal Operations natural to
finite substances do not occur except instrumentally under
the movement and guidance of the first agent (I 103 5; 105 5; 116 1-3
Naturally proportionate ends have the same lack of concrete
determinateness as have finite natures. They are defined
in terms of natures (I 62 1 c: perfectio... quam possunt asse :iui
virtute suae naturao. I II 62 1 0: ad quam scilicet homo
pervenire potest per princinia suae naturae); or inversely
natures are defined in terms of them (II Phys loot 14 §8:
Unde patet quod nytura nihil est aliud quam ratio cuiusdam artis,

p	 scilicet diviinae, indita rebus, qua ipsae res moventur ad
finem determinatum) . Hence it is that naturally proportionate
ends are not always actually attained, as in exstinct biological
species, and sometimes are not actually intended by God, as
in men and angels (Do Ver 27 2; I II 62 1; I II 5 5; 62 1).

Thirdly, the relevant end is the perfectio universi.
But it is of some importance to form correctly one's analogous
concept of this end. God's knowledge stands to all created
things, as the knowledge of an artificer to his artefact I 14 8 c.
Still, God does not plan, will, and produce evil and sin;
his practical knowledge envisages them as the practical knowedge
of a medical doctor envisages disease (I 14 16 c) . How is one
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to have things both ways at once? If God is the universal
artificer, how can he be doctor and not artificer of evil?
I have discussed this prob5Am previ ously (TS 3 1942 547 ff)
and at present am concerned solely with the correct conception
of the end of the universe. Now it is 'cite true that tie
in a sense the end of the universe is its final situation
(I 73 1 c). However, it is this chronological view of the
end that emphasizes the weak point in the analogy from artificers
and doctors. If one is to be accurate, one must endeavor to
grasp and retain the atemperal view in which God eternally
conceives, chooses, and sees the whole of a temporal process.
Materially this process is a vast manifold of entities. But
there are patterns of intelligibli relations connecting all
elements in each world situation; and there are further patterns
connecting each successive pair of situations. All these
patterns form a single intelligible unity so that the world
is one by the unity of order I 47 3 c. Now an end is ultima 
rei perfectio. But the ultimate perfection of the universe
is whet makes it a unverse; it is the one intelligibility
uniting all its parts existing at all times; and it is with
respect to this end of intelligible unity that all things of
all times are ordered. The chronologically last situation or
what is good in it is just as much-a part of the whole as anything
else; and it is t Yye whole that eternally is conceived, chosen,

Nb —.Flew-point
and seen by God./ I admit, of course, that to reach the proper

  and to stay there is difficult; otherwise theologians
would not for centuries have been insisting that since the

obliquely/	 heavenly Jerusalem is t he end, therefore God/destines people
to heal ante praevisa merits; or inv„rsely, since God does not
destine people to hell ante praevisa rnerita, God's will is

Fge 44ft f	 ; . • 4 - -	
-o• , s om: : e .. 	 ede-a -A^t-hem—tō'h^vērn ..
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The--end;thēn, th is--the-p,f-r€es-tion of _the__ universe
is the key element in t. concrete conception that e 1 is in 	
divine wisdom prior t the divine free choice of ; is universe.
But God's knowledcp- is invariable. I 14 18 c. 	 od could do
more than he does', but he could not know m	 than he does,
except by wayAōf the scientia visionis /I id 2m. The reason
is thet th existence of a scientia visionis is contingent;
it is pr icated of God not entitatively but terminatively.
On the ther hand, divine kno:dedge prior to divine free 	ce
is identical with the divine substance and so maple y
ipiutable Ibid c. But there are endless other un' erses that

,Aod could have created; such creation wo : ld n	 ave added to
his enti$;ative knowledge; and se-it-felleyce-that-Gee.-saaeg'qaaees
a-eem-peke-vvnccpnen-ef-euepy-peseib  =K^a^ ygpse.	 -ē God
would have known any other universe - As well as 119.,knows this
one, it follgpS that he must possess a concrete conception of
every poss,iVle universe.
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There remains another step. 9 Prior to divine free chodce
of this universe, God possessed a concrete concertion of it,
and in that conception the key element is the end that is the
intelligible unity of the whole. Now can we generalize? Can
rie-,eirr-t-?nom- s-e0'se-s-p:^c 	 t-gree—e 	 p

v-ease- pr-fō r `te- y āc n £ALveine-fry-41 .1-?e'
we say that if God had chosen any other universe, he would have
possessed a concrete conception of it prior to choosing it?
This, I think, is necessary. For were it not so, then that
universe would not have been the product of wisdom and freedom.
In other ;orris, the Thomist account of this universe is based
on principles valid for any universe; indeed, unless one holds
that, one will be forded to a denial of the ex fully explicit Thomist
account of this universe. An argument may be added. Divine
knowledge is invariable I 14 15 C. God could do more than he
does, but he could not know more than he does,ibidx2m except
by way of the scieltia visionis Ibid 2m. The reason for this
is that the scientia simplicis intellieentiae is identical with
the divine substance, but the scientie visionis is predicated
of God not entitatively but 1;erminatively. Now, God would know

he created/ any universe/as well as he knows this one and in the manner in
which he knows this one. But as such hypothetical creation,
so the hypothetical scientia visionis, would not involve an
entititive difference in God. It follows that God actually
possesses a concrete concertion of every possible universe.

Let us resume. God knowsthe other only in his own essence CG I 4
He knows himself perfectly 47, and primo et per se it is only
hi±self that he kno:as 48. But as God knows himself perfectly,
he knows his own power perfectly and so must know the possibilities
correlative to that power I 14 5 c. But Godts power is without
limits or conditions; necessarily, then, there are neither limits
nor conditions to what is possible; only the nothingness of
contradiction can be impossible (I 25 3 c; III 13 1 c) .
As God could cause any possibility, so he knows all possibilities,
and among them the re total range of possible world orders.
Again,

Let us resume. God knows the other only in his own essence
CG I 46. He knows himself perfectly 47, and prime et per se
it only himself that he knows 48. But knowing his own essence,
he has proper knowledge of everything else; as the perfection of
a man includes the perfection of an animal, so the perfection of
God includes all ;perfection (CG I 54 §3) . But the good of un':v ersal
order lexmast resembles the divine essence more than any particaular
creature and, universally, the whole is more perfect than the part;
hence in his essence God knows the total range of possible world
orders. Again, since God knows himself perfectly, he knows his
own power perfectly, and so must know the possibilities that are
correlative to his ex power. But his poser is without limits
or conditions; and so neither limits nor conditions can be imposed
upon the ranee of the possibles; only the nothingness of contra-
diction can be impossible (I 25 3; III 13 1), As God knows all
possibilit*, he must know the total ranee of possible world
orders. Again, God knows all at once. By the single species
that is his essence and the single intentio intellecta that
is his word CG I 53, he has proper knowledge of everything else.
Just ws we know a house by grasping at once foundations, walls,
and roof, just RS we know a proposition by grasping at once
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subject and predicate, so eith equal ease, in a single glance,
God knows all/without any taint of discourse or succession (57)
not by reasoning but by understanding (Ibid §8) . He-kaewa
He does not reason from effects to causes but knows effects in
knowing their causes I 14 7 c. But the first of causes is the
end. Hence as God knows the total range of possible 4141vereee
world orders, so in the intelligible unity that Is the end of
each, he knows all that is to the end.
l e	 ` a	 -	 s : once 	 totum posse'
peter re--coinpi4henelit-1 25--5-c-)- • ^ nothinc; e-en a-r - to -divind
w zde n--Ls_._po	 ble - o r _emsT, .= s i Ir l 11 J TFs-w i Li in a concrete
d'P'rkei de isecl by^div^nē Zvi. + .. As in this universe God has
the idea of each thing because he has the idea of universal order

^q-of--each^un-li se- C d_h -pr e - 	- ,: •
g 49-5f^,^ai! îterr^65; eI- rorlari-t^

(I 15 2 c) , so in the concrete conception$ of the int elligbil
unities of all possible universes God possesses all ideas.

.no • -d -e 	e- s-a#'
tip,-inh T-mn : vvr-se__ is  it n f_ _ ln:T rl aws-6 ;  -e	 a cie n	 • = n t s
6?;-s mov ement^i X- 	f— i ī= r i tēs 6 ; c' . 	t--is vile

As the concrete concepti on of this universe includes singulars 65,
future continents 67, movements of will; 68, what is vile 70,
and evils 71, se-the-sanspete-seeeepti.axis-ef-passible-wevid
epdeps-Inelad.e-all of wh;lt lies merely in a creat 1pe's power
to opine, imagine, or mean 114 9; III 3 3 c, so the equally
concrete concepti.)ns of every universe include all that perusing
60 them ac uun lly or r,-.tent ially. 	,_„^ Pn
1 `owntil	 re.^,iy n^^s sān^e'^s oed'; ..	 _ _ : - • 	 ē3`

This do means far more than that God knows all at once by

That Gods knows all possible ends of all possible universes
each/	 in his essence, and that in the/ends he knows concretely all

wo ld be/	 that eeald-be-is ordered to each, implies something more
than the unity and simultaneity of divine knowledge of the
other. It implies that divine wisdom keeps pace with divine
omnipotence (I 25 5 c: divina sapientia totum posse pot„ntiae
comprehendit) , for all possibility lies within an order devised
by infinite wisdom, so that nothing contrary to divine wisdom
is possible Ibid lm. It implies that all possibility is ordered
to an end that is a nartici ; sti ,,n of divine perfection, and so
that nothing contrary to divine goodness is possible Ibid.
It implies that God could choose anything freely, wisely, and
well. It implies that in any pr ssible universe there would
be a reason for everything, because of divine wisdom, yet that
reason would rest ultimately on a supposition of div' ne will.
It implies that divine freedom determines not merely what things
exist but also the world order in which they exist; for all
possible orders for each thing are offered to its choice.
It implies not merely that divine wisdom skillfully patterns
necessary and contingent causes and effects in a single order,
but also that divine will transcends the created order of
necessity and contingence (In Per Herm I lect 14 §22 Leon I 70)
for, it groundsthe ultimate sup osition e.•: _ •; ••, •	 •
both that there actually is an order and that it is this one that is.
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Indeed, quite incidentally, it solves A. Michel's vigorous
objections to the scientia media (Selene., de Dieu, Art ITC XIV 1614 f
It is not only St. Thomas (I 19 8 c) and a good Molinist like
Fr Lennerz (De Deo Uno Rome 1948 p 251 n 359) that kuow of the
efficacy of divine will. God knows it. Since he does, he cannot
help knowing that, were he to will any concretely conceived
world order, then everything, even Created free choices, would
occur as he conceived them. That knowledge differs from knowledge
of possibility. It is independent of any actual free choice.
It arises on thes upposition that God would will some order.
It regards what creatures would choose.
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